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CADAVER DONORS ARE THE BEST SOLUTION TO THE ORGAN SHORTAGE

Raymond Pollak*

Organ transplantation was once an experimental therapy. Today, due to modern immune suppressive drugs, it is an established clinical practice that has caused exponential growth in the waiting list of potential transplant recipients.¹ This list now numbers over 90,000 in the United States alone.²

These drugs have also boosted the demand for organs that are derived from altruistic living and cadaver donors. But living donors cannot fully meet this demand, nor can they provide organs such as the heart. As a result, transplantation must rely on the available pool of medically suitable cadaver donors—donors who are brain dead or have lost their heartbeat.

* Raymond Pollak, M.D., is the Professor and Surgical Director of the Abdominal Organ Transplant Program at the University of Illinois College of Medicine at Peoria and the OSF Saint Francis Medical Center. He has had a distinguished academic and clinical career in the Department of Surgery at the University of Illinois in Chicago, where he led the multiorgan abdominal transplant program for ten years. Dr. Pollak is a native of the Republic of South Africa and graduated from the University of the Witwatersrand Medical School in Johannesburg. Following a rotating internship and military service, he completed his residency training in general surgery at the University of Illinois Hospitals and Clinics in Chicago. Thereafter, he was a Pillsbury Fellow in the Department of Immunology and went on to train in transplantation surgery at the University of Illinois Hospital and Presbyterian Hospital in Pittsburgh. He was then appointed to the faculty of the University of Illinois College of Medicine in Chicago and was soon promoted to the tenured rank of full Professor of Surgery. Dr. Pollak has published over 150 scholarly works in the field of transplantation and has been the Principal Investigator for a number of industry-sponsored drug trials in transplantation. He has also received substantial funding from the National Institutes of Health for basic science research in transplantation. He has received numerous teaching awards from medical students and surgical residents and has lectured nationally and internationally. Dr. Pollak’s leadership in transplantation has been recognized by elected positions to the board of the United Network for Organ Sharing, representing Region 7 as well as the Board of Directors of the Regional Organ Bank of Illinois. He is also a member and officer of important peer-reviewed societies in surgery and transplantation.
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Regrettably, there is also a shortage of cadaver organ donors. Family refusal, religious beliefs, superstition, and ignorance contribute to the dearth of cadaver organ donors.\(^3\)

A greater problem, however, is public mistrust. The organ allocation system must satisfy three principles: equity, justice, and utility. These principles, articulated by ethicists such as Arthur Caplan of the University of Pennsylvania, stress that waiting recipients must have an equal chance to receive a donated organ (the principle of equity), that the most deserving patient must have first priority (the principle of justice), and that the best use must be made of the donated "gift of life" (the principle of utility).\(^4\)

When avaricious transplant programs subvert these principles, they damage the overall effort to encourage voluntary organ donation. To paraphrase Dr. Caplan: "Fairness in allocation drives donation."\(^5\)

The failure of altruism alone to encourage greater numbers of both live and cadaver donations has prompted suggestions for government-funded incentives. These incentives include payment for the funeral expenses of cadaver donors, waiving donors’ income or estate taxes, or awarding them compensation and a medal.\(^6\)

Some have gone further and have advocated a free market approach that treats organs as tradable commodities whose value is set by the laws of supply and demand.\(^7\) Despite legal proscriptions against this approach in a number of countries (including the United States),\(^8\) the illicit trade in organs is active in several places.\(^9\) Recent media reports have described organ peddling rings in Israel and South

---


\(^5\) Id. at 3387.


Africa that induced poor Romanians and Brazilians, respectively, to sell their kidneys for meager sums.\textsuperscript{10}

Many associations that represent the "transplant community" of healthcare professionals have denounced the buying and selling of organs for profit and have threatened sanctions against their members who engage in these practices.\textsuperscript{11} They note that organs are primarily bought from the poor, who have little recourse if they suffer any adverse consequences from the donation.\textsuperscript{12}

The often desperate and vulnerable recipients of organs are also victims. They are required to pay exorbitant sums to acquire an organ, with few safeguards as to the bona fides of the surgeons and physicians involved or the quality of the organ to be transplanted.\textsuperscript{13} The medical literature is peppered with individual case reports of recipients who acquired a disease or experienced a near fatal outcome from a transplant procedure that involved an organ from a paid donor.\textsuperscript{14}

The free market in organs may also encourage criminal activity, providing credence to the oft-quoted myth of innocents being drugged and abducted only to wake up the next morning in a hotel room with a new flank incision and a missing kidney. Worst of all is the ghoulish specter of physicians becoming complicit in these schemes, undermining the public's already fragile trust in the emergency care of seriously injured patients.\textsuperscript{15}

What, then, are the potential solutions to the shortage of transplantable organs that will be legal, ethical, and acceptable to the public?

The expansion of voluntary live donor programs is one approach. But critics point out that live donation is the one circumstance in medicine where a human being is subjected to a potentially mortal


\textsuperscript{12} Id.

\textsuperscript{13} Handwerk, \textit{supra} note 9.


surgical procedure for no personal medical benefit. That is a violation of the Hippocratic admonition to "first do no harm."\textsuperscript{16}

The possibility of using xenografts—organs removed from genetically altered animals—remains in the realm of experimental transplantation and is mired in concerns that unknown, new diseases will emerge from these operations.\textsuperscript{17} The use of cloning technologies to provide organs for transplantation is similarly handicapped by political considerations.\textsuperscript{18}

The use of the internet and billboards on public highways to advertise the need of single individuals who plead for directed organ donations has also gained the attention of the public and policymakers.\textsuperscript{19} The potential for chaos in the organ donor allocation system in the United States has been highlighted as a result of these well-publicized pleas for donated organs through the medium of advertising.\textsuperscript{20} Once rare, these kinds of solicitations are becoming more common as increasing numbers of patients wait for longer periods of time for the gift of a life-saving organ.\textsuperscript{21}

But curtailing the rights of patients to advertise and discuss their plight in the media raises important First Amendment issues. This conduct also begs the question as to whether other waiting, equally deserving patients should be given equal time, as it were, in order not to be disenfranchised and excluded from the donor pool.\textsuperscript{22}

Then there is the issue of affordability—will those who can afford the costs of advertising and who are media savvy gain an unfair advantage?\textsuperscript{23} This may well be the case and result in organs going preferentially to the wealthy—again a violation of the public mandate and trust implicit in altruistic organ donation.\textsuperscript{24}


\textsuperscript{21} See id. at 441.
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The concept of "directed donation" also has the potential for illegal and unethical conduct by middlemen (brokers) and organ procure-
ment personnel at the behest of competitive organ transplant cen-
ters. These latter individuals, who interview and secure consent
from vulnerable next of kin at the time of donation, are in a unique
position to influence the decision to donate and potentially to direct
the donation to a specific hospital, transplant program, or media-savvy
patient.

This new reality and threat to the equitable distribution of organs
from both living donors and brain dead cadavers has been addressed
as a matter of urgency by the United Network for Organ Sharing
(UNOS)—the private entity that, under a federal contract, adminis-
ters organ procurement and transplantation in the United States.
In November 2004, UNOS issued a news release and a position state-
ment with regard to the public solicitation for directed donation from
deceased donors only. In essence, the statement contains language
that opposes the public solicitation for organs but leaves the onus on
the UNOS "member institution" to discourage this kind of activity—
specifically the transplant hospitals and organ procurement organiza-
tions in this country. The news release also announced the forma-
tion of a subcommittee to consider the matter further—particularly
the solicitation of living organ donors.

In these future deliberations, UNOS might consider that directed
donations be allowed only for a number of unique circumstances.
These include carefully monitored, paired organ exchanges already in
place in some parts of the country, or situations where the potential
recipient is a family member of the donor. Altruistic organ donations
by strangers should be restricted solely to the pool of waiting patients
so as not to disadvantage those who have priority on medical grounds.
If directed donation is not restricted to these latter circumstances, fur-
ther chaos could result if, for instance, donations are dictated by the
religion or ethnicity of the potential recipient.

Finally, because Medicare and private health insurers foot the bill
for the procurement and eventual transplantation of the donated or-
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the public, health insurance policyholders, and 90,000 waiting patients have a vital interest in the fair and equitable distribution of donated vital organs—regardless of whether the donor is living or deceased.

Thus, in the short term, cadaver donors must provide the organs. A recent study published in *The New England Journal of Medicine* suggested that the potential pool of brain dead cadaver donors in the United States varies from 10,500 to 13,800 per year—more than enough to meet the demand for liver, lung, and heart transplants and to make a sizeable impact on the kidney transplant waiting list.

New strategies are urgently needed to ensure that all potential cadaver donors become actual organ donors. The public must be continuously educated through campaigns similar to those that have been used to promote the wearing of seatbelts in cars and the use of condoms to prevent HIV and AIDS. Similarly, professionals who have unique opportunities to encourage organ donation—estate planners, nurses, emergency and intensive care physicians—must be recruited into the effort. In Spain, large, acute care hospitals have made donor advisers available on site—a strategy that has markedly increased the number of cadaver donors.

In the long run, renewed efforts must be made to find acceptable solutions to the dearth of donated human organs. So doing, desperate patients will be given an equal opportunity to receive the gift of life and benefit from the modern miracle of organ transplantation.
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